
March 2021 Monthly Meeting Minutes 
 

Monthly Membership Meeting 
Monday, March 8, 2020 

12:15 
Via Zoom Video Conferencing 

 

 
New Members Division: 11:15 a.m. 

 
NMD Topic: VAWA Basics  
Speaker: Karolyn Talbert, Associate Director of Legal Services at the National Immigrant Justice 
Center 
 

Agenda 
 
Educational Presentation: The Biden Immigration Bill 
Speakers: Greg Siskind, Siskind Susser, PC 

I. Presentation 
a. Probably going to hear more about it in the coming days now that COVID bill is done 
b. Smaller bills – they may limit 212(f) more  

i. No ban act – requires consultations with congress and tightens up the 
reasons it can be used 

c. US Citizenship Act 
i. No real enforcement provisions 

ii. Legalization program intended for undocumented people in the US 
1. Similar t- eligibility for the DAPA program 

iii. People who are not undocumented may be eligible too –  
1. Helpful to people who are in backlogged categories 
2. Essential workers 

d. Dream act 
e. American Promise Act 

i. People with TPS and DED to qualify for residence 
f. Agricultural Workers Adjustment Act 

i. This is a faster path to residence than the broader path in USC Act 
g. Common language – 245(g) to decide who is eligible for the separate programs 
h. V visa 

i. Applies to the beneficiaries of family based categories 
ii. Non-immigrant visa  

i. Criminal convictions are changed 
i. Expungements/dismissals etc are no longer considered convictions 

j. Title II 
i. Addressing the route causes of migration and managing the southern 

border better  



ii. Making it easier to apply for asylum from outside the US 
iii. SIJs from abroad 

k. Title III 
i. Family and employment immigration 

1. Recapture provision 
- 200,000 green cards that were not used so those numbers 

are gone 
- Adds those to the employment and family based 

categories 
2. Increase in family immigration 

- 480k normally 
- They are first saying that IRs no longer count against the 

480k 
i. Would double the numbers 

- Spouses and minor children of LPRS become IRs 
- Per country quotas are changing from 7% to 20% 
- 3 and 10 year bars are being repealed 
- Freezes k-2 child age on the day the 129f was filed 
- If a fiancé of a USC enters on a visitor, they’re not going to 

be barred from adjusting status under fraud 
- Retention of priority dates – non citizens who age out of a 

category can still retain priority date – much more 
generous version of the CSPA 

- Permanent partners category – can file an I-130 and get 
the benefits of a spouse petition for a fiancé  

3. Increase in employment based 
- Per country quotas go away for employment based 

i. No one has to wait in line over 10 years 
- Derivatives don’t count against the numbers  
- All EB numbers will be current for several years – 

derivatives count for ~60% of all green cards 
 

II. New Business 
 

a. 2021-2022 Exec Board Nominations– Erin Cobb 
i. Nominations for Executive Board: The Nominating Committee has 

provided a slate of nominees to the Chapter Secretary for next year’s 
Executive Board as follows: 
 

Chapter Chair: Katie Vannucci 
First Vice Chair: Elizabeth Rompf Bruen 
Second Vice Chair: Bethany Hoffmann 
Treasurer: Matthew Kriezelman 
Secretary: Mahdis Azimi 



ii. If you wish to run by petition you must send signatures of at least 5 other 
chapter members to Matthew Kriezelman secretary by the next monthly 
meeting 

 

b. 2021-2022 Committees – Katie Vannucci 
i. Announcement will be going out in the next couple of weeks 

 
c. National Day of Action - Katie Vannucci 

i. If interested make sure that you get registered in advance  
 

d. Spring half day conferences – Katie Vannucci 
 

i. Make sure your register by the 17th for the removal/family based 
conference 

 
III. Committee Reports 

 

a. Citizenship Day – Megan Davis  
i. Everything was virtual this year 

ii. Had 7 AILA volunteers  
iii. Screened 10 applicants for naturalization  
iv. A lot more scaled back than last year – hopefully many more people will 

be able to attend next year 
 

b. Advocacy – Kelli Fennell 
i. April 22 virtual this year  

ii. Easier to bring special guests this time 
iii. Make sure to register – capped at 50 this year 
iv. There is still plenty of room 

 
 

c. DD- Rich Hanus 
i. Long pending N-400, I-485 and I-130 filings were submitted 

ii. Stakeholders meeting coming up on Wednesday –  
iii. Questions coming up 

1. Questions related to COVID – will vaccine get around the 14 day 
rules that they have 

2. Parole in place for military 
3. Infopass issues – hard to get an appointment even after getting an 

IJ grant 
- Emergency advance parole consideration 

4. Filing fees – money orders as opposed to credit cards 
- What are the hours of the fee window 

5. How do we get access to derogatory evidence 



 
d. ILSOS- Christina Murdoch 

i. Meeting on Friday, email Olga your questions 
 

e. Social – Ericka McFee 
i. Trivia night went well 

ii. Winning team was  
1. Kriezelman Burton  

- Justin Burton 
- Kevin Raica 
- Justin Burton 
- Matt Kriezelman 

iii. Email Ericka McFee with any ideas for future events 
 
 
 

IV. Announcements 
a. Roy Berg 

i. Immigrants list  
ii. Evening with Chuy Garcia coming up  

iii. March 31 at 7PM 
iv. Buy tickets in advance  
v. Roy will pay for first 10 NMD members who contact him 

b. Nell Barker 
i. Vaccine help  

 

Adjourned at 1:08 

 
c. Please save the date for the next Chapter Meeting April 12, 2021 at 12:15 PM 

 
 



Nancy M. Vizer concentrates her practice in immigration law. She is a member of the American 

Immigration Lawyers Association, where she has served on the Asylum, Ethics, Advocacy and 

Midwest Regional Conference Committees. Ms. Vizer is also a member of the National Association 

of College and University Attorneys, to better serve her university faculty clients. She is Past 

President of the North Suburban Bar Association, and has served on the Board of the Decalogue 

Society. 

 

Ms. Vizer has experience in many aspects of immigration law, and has been a frequent speaker on 

continuing legal education panels, as well as outreach panels to community groups. 

She has prepared and submitted hundreds of family and employment sponsored immigration 

applications, and has often served as pro bono counsel to asylum clients and other victims of violence 

and persecution. Besides family sponsored immigrants from all walks of life, Ms. Vizer has worked 

with business people from a range of industries, dozens of university faculty, as well as post doctoral 

researchers in fields ranging from psychology to nuclear physics and everywhere in between. 

In addition to her law degree, Ms. Vizer was honored with a Masters in Business Administration, 

which helps her to understand the unique issues facing her corporate clients. 

 

As an immigration attorney licensed in Illinois and Virginia, Ms. Vizer is authorized to represent 

clients before the appropriate government agencies anywhere in the United States, and works with 

clients in remote locations as often as with those in the Chicago area. 

 

Ms. Vizer received a B.A. magna cum laude in English from Iona College, an M.B.A. cum laude 

from Georgetown University and a J.D. from George Mason University, where she served on the 

Civil Rights Law Journal and won two writing awards. 

 



Kristen has provided legal counsel in the public and private sectors for over fifteen years.  She has 
specialized in immigration law for ten of those years. 

Kristen became interested in immigration law over a decade ago through her work as a member of the 
Board of Directors of a Chicago non-profit organization. Kristen became the lead Board member 
responsible for developing the organizations immigration advocacy policy, including with regard to 
federal legislation. This experience, coupled with her volunteer teaching of English as a Second 
Language to immigrant day laborers, ignited a desire to practice immigration law full time. 

Kristen joined the immigration law firm of Rubman and Compernolle over nine years ago, which 
eventually became Rubman & Harris. Kristen has counseled countless businesses, families and 

individuals regarding U.S. immigration laws. Her strong business background is appreciated by 
entrepreneurs and leaders in the financial sector, consulting/IT sector. Her public service, advocacy 
and attention to regulatory detail are appreciated by healthcare sector and educational sector clients. 
Her excellent commitment to personal service is appreciated by families and individuals pursuing 
immigration benefits such as employment-based green cards and citizenship. 

 



APRIL 2021 Schedule - Chicago

*ERO* *BCC* *JAL* *SNA* *CDE* *JIP* *ESS* *SMN* *RJR* *PKM* *KSA* *MLK* *SBC* *DutyA* *DutyB* *DutyC* *DutyD*

4/5/2021 Greene XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX Fleming XXXX Venci Steed Prillaman Hollander Greene

4/6/2021 Venci XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX Grover XXXX Bayly Zeld Johnson Kostich Venci

4/7/2021 Greene Lonquist XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX Prillaman XXXX Johnson Bhalakia Grover Krupp Greene

4/8/2021 Bayly Scheidt XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX Bhalakia XXXX Greene Steed Prillaman Fleming Bayly

4/9/2021 Venci Krupp XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX Steed XXXX Zeld Lonquist Johnson Young Venci
4/10/20214/11/2021
4/12/2021 Corcoran XXXX McNulty Kostich XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX Oduala XXXX Zeld Prillaman Hollander Corcoran

4/13/2021 Greene XXXX Grover Bhalakia XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX Corcoran XXXX Steed Johnson Young Greene

4/14/2021 Bayly XXXX Zeld Lonquist XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX Steed XXXX XXXX Alexopoulo Fleming Bayly

4/15/2021 Corcoran XXXX Young Krupp XXXX XXXX XXXX Hollander XXXX XXXX XXXX Johnson XXXX Lonquist Pennix Kostich Corcoran

4/16/2021 Bayly XXXX Scheidt Fleming XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX Johnson XXXX Lonquist Prillaman Krupp Bayly
4/17/20214/18/2021
4/19/2021 Venci XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX Scheidt XXXX XXXX Prillaman XXXX XXXX Corcoran Steed Johnson Fleming Venci

4/20/2021 Bayly XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX Grover XXXX XXXX Hollander XXXX XXXX Zeld Lonquist Prillaman Young Bayly

4/21/2021 Corcoran XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX Fleming XXXX XXXX Scheidt XXXX XXXX Steed Zeld Grover Krupp Corcoran

4/22/2021 XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX Johnson XXXX XXXX Lonquist XXXX XXXX Alexopoulos Bhalakia Prillaman Kostich XXXX

4/23/2021 Corcoran XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX Kostich XXXX XXXX McNulty XXXX XXXX Bayly Lonquist Johnson Krupp Corcoran
4/24/20214/25/2021
4/26/2021 Corcoran XXXX XXXX Hollander XXXX Scheidt XXXX XXXX Fleming XXXX XXXX Zeld XXXX Steed Pennix Kostich Corcoran

4/27/2021 Greene XXXX XXXX Pennix XXXX Lonquist XXXX XXXX Kostich XXXX XXXX Corcoran XXXX AlexopoulosBurrows Krupp Greene

4/28/2021 Corcoran XXXX XXXX Krupp XXXX Young XXXX XXXX McNulty XXXX XXXX Greene XXXX Zeld Pennix Oduala Corcoran

4/29/2021 Greene XXXX XXXX Lonquist XXXX Pennix XXXX Hollander Scheidt XXXX XXXX Steed XXXX Bhalakia McNulty Young Greene

4/30/2021 Greene XXXX XXXX Bhalakia XXXX Prillaman XXXX XXXX McNulty XXXX XXXX Alexopoulos XXXX Lonquist Burrows Krupp Greene

CHICAGO OFFICE OF CHIEF COUNSEL



Unofficial Notes from US CIS Chicago Stake Holder Meeting – March 10, 2021 

 

Presenting:   

Mirash Mick Dedvukaj – District Director    

Kevin Riddle – Field Office Director  

Nelson Larkins, Branch Chief/Exams Unit,  

Paul Phillips, Branch Chief/Customer Service Unit, 

Stacy Summers, Branch Chief/Naturalization Unit, 

Pauline Woodsen, Branch Chief/Naturalization Unit, 

Nick Milissis, Chief – Fraud Detection and National Security Unit 

 

Citizenship 

- In March 2021, they are increasing the number of oath ceremonies. 

- Ceremonies take place in Chicago and Hammond, IN  

- They will be doing their first remote/virtual judicial oath ceremony in the Central 

District of Illinois the week of March 15th  

- The Chicago Field Office is currently a part of the Central Post Interview Processing 

(CPIP) Pilot Program, where USCIS leverages various offices that are not as busy as 

others. 

o The Chicago Office is paired with the Tucson Field Office 

o If, after an interview, an officer in Chicago determines that an RFE is needed, 

they can basically transfer case to the Tucson Office. The applicant would send 

the RFE response directly to Tucson, and an officer there would make the final 

decision. 

o The individual would do the oath locally. 

o They have a goal to include 100 cases in this program, but even if that is reached 

they will continue to process cases this way until the end of March. 

- Civics Test 

o From Dec. 1, 2020 through March 1, 2021, N-400 applicants have a choice as to 

which test to take, but USCIS does not think they will schedule any of these cases 

by April, so all will go back to 2008 100 question test. 

- Oath Ceremonies 

o Same day oath ceremonies are possible, but only used sporadically in special 

circumstances (medical condition, handicapped, etc.) 

o The move to do all oath ceremonies in federal court is not related to Covid-19. 

Instead, by statute, the jurisdiction to conduct oath ceremonies falls under the 

purview of federal judges. In the past, the judges have delegated their authority 

to the Field Office; however, now the NDIL judges have chosen not to delegate 

that authority. No explanation as to why that is was given. Some ceremonies will 

still occur at USCIS, typically those involving jurisdictions outside of the NDIL. 

- N-336s 

o During COVID, they stopped scheduling N-336 interviews, so some cases have 

been delayed.  



o Currently, they are ready to schedule N-336 interviews for those cases that were 

filed within the past 6 months.  

 

AOS / I-130  

- USCIS has gone through backlog of 2000+ cases that were pending over 1 year as a result 

of the pandemic. 

- Now scheduling interviews for people who filed in October / November 2020 

 

Customer Service 

- Majority of work at Infopass has been for I-551 stamps and emergency AP 

- It was brought to management’s attention that as of late, clients are being advised by the 

CIS Customer Service telephonic agents that no appointments are available in Chicago. 

- Efforts will be made to open more appointment slots, especially if there is an emergency.  

Still, all appointments must go through US CIS customer service 1-800 number.       

- Must have an appointment to enter the building unless attorneys or representatives 

there for different reasons. For example, to fee in applications 

- Fees 

o Window hours are 8am to 3:30 pm M-F, although they said you could use the 

kiosks in the lobby to pay as well. 

o All fees are now filed through the online treasury system, which will only accept 

checks and debit or credit cards (money orders no longer accepted) 

- ADIT stamps 

o Must bring in current passport (six months left of validity) 

o I-94s are not meant for travel purposes, but a foreign national can be issued 

ADIT stamps on I-94s for employment purposes. 

o If they see that an I-90 extension was issued in ELLIS, they will not issue an 

ADIT stamp . 

o Valid reasons for I-551 stamp (in passport OR on an I-94) 

 Employment authorization 

 International travel (must have passport that is valid for 6+ months) 

- ASC (biometrics)  

o There was a 1.3 million appointment backlog, but that number is decreasing. 

o Only the applicant and an individual who is physically assisting the applicant or 

translating for the applicant are allowed inside. 

o USCIS will automatically reschedule only once if an applicant misses his/her 

appointment. Otherwise, the applicant must request to reschedule. 

- Non-DACA deferred action  

o These cases go through multiple layers of review, very lengthy process. Submit 

any inquiries to customer service unit Branch Chief Paul Phillips. 

- Long-pending military PIPs 

o They do not track processing times on these cases,  

o Military PIPs are also handled by the Customer Service Unit, contact Branch 

Chief Paul Phillips with any inquiries. 



 

FDNS 

- Residential site visits are currently on hold because of COVID-19. 

- Employment site visits are occurring, officers have been issued protective equipment 

and are following social distancing guidelines. 

- There are delays in clearing some cases involving fraud b/c of the cases on hold. 

- They are focused on closing cases that do not require site visits. 

 

General Information: 

- Chicago management is encouraging employees to work from home when not 

conducting interviews. 

- All applicants/representatives must take their temperature → the cutoff temperature is 

38 degrees celsius (or 100.4 F)  

- Employees may take their own temperature voluntarily. 

- They encourage applicants to bring their own pens. 

- USCIS must provide an explanation of derogatory information in NOID but does not 

actually have to provide copy of the record. If you want a copy, must submit a FOIA.  
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News Release

 
ICE announces case review process 

 
WASHINGTON – U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) Enforcement and Removal 
Operations (ERO) announced today the ICE Case Review (ICR) process for individuals who believe 
their case does not align with ICE’s enforcement, detention, and removal priorities. This process 
continues efforts to further the development of an orderly immigration system that treats individuals 
humanely while ensuring national security, border security, and public safety. The ICR process 
offers another channel through which noncitizens and their representatives can request that ICE 
exercise its prosecutorial discretion on a particular noncitizen’s behalf, and to resolve questions and 
concerns, consistent with law, policy, and the interests of justice. 
 
“ICE remains dedicated to providing multiple lines of communication for noncitizens or their 
representatives, to discuss individual cases,” said ICE Acting Director Tae D. Johnson. “The case 
review process provides an avenue for noncitizens and their representatives to request further review 
of the individual facts and circumstances of their case in light of ICE’s priorities for enforcement, 
detention, and removal, offering additional transparency into the immigration process.” 

Individuals requesting a detention case review should contact their local ERO field office for initial 
consideration. Upon request, cases will be further reviewed by a Senior Reviewing Official, who, 
where appropriate, will communicate the ultimate resolution with the requestor. The cases of 
individuals detained in ICE custody or pending imminent removal will be prioritized.   
 
As a law enforcement agency within the Department of Homeland Security, ICE is charged with 
enforcing immigration laws in a way that supports and prioritizes national security, border security 
and public safety. Like other national security and public safety agencies, ICE operates in an 
environment of limited resources, under which ICE must prioritize its enforcement and removal 
operations. 
 
For more information and guidance on how to submit a detention case review with the ICR process, 
go to www.ice.gov/ICEcasereview. 

 
# ICE # 

 
U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) is the largest investigative arm of the Department of Homeland Security.  
ICE is a 21st century law enforcement agency with broad responsibilities for a number of key homeland security priorities.  

For more information, visit: www.ICE.gov.  To report suspicious activity, call 1-866-347-2423. 

http://www.ice.gov/ICEcasereview
https://protect-eu.mimecast.com/s/yJuuCL7wjtRZ8R7umDyne?domain=ice.gov

